Prostate specific antigen levels in young adulthood predict prostate cancer risk: results from a cohort of Black and White Americans.
Prostate specific antigen (PSA) is a serine protease produced by normal and malignant prostate epithelial cells. Serum PSA increases with age, due largely to age related increases in the prevalence of benign prostatic disease. Little is known about PSA distribution in young adulthood, when benign and malignant prostatic diseases are rare, or about how PSA within the normal range in youth relates to subsequent prostate cancer risk. We evaluated serum PSA and subsequent prostate cancer occurrence in a cohort of young black and white American men with a median age at blood draw of 34 years, who in 1959 to 1966 participated as the fathers of newborns enrolled in the Child Health and Development Study, and who were followed for several decades for prostate cancer. We examined associations between PSA in young adulthood and subsequent prostate cancer risk using a nested case-control design based on 119 black and 206 white cases with 2 control men matched to each case on race and year of birth. Prostate cancer risk increased with increasing PSA in black and white men. The OR comparing risk in the highest to lowest quartiles of PSA was 4.4 (95% CI 2.0 to 9.6) in black men and 3.5 (95% CI 2.0 to 6.1) in white men. ORs relating risk to PSA were higher when analysis was restricted to cases diagnosed before age 65 years. These findings suggest that PSA levels in young adulthood indicate increased risk of prostate cancer and, thus, they may be useful for targeting men for screening and early diagnosis.